About Us
Jadestone Energy is an independent oil and gas company focused on the Asia Pacific region. It has a
balanced, low risk, full cycle portfolio of development, production and exploration assets in Australia,
Vietnam and the Philippines. Led by an experienced management team with a track record of delivery,
who were core to the successful growth of Talisman’s business in Asia, the Company is pursuing an
acquisition strategy focused on growth and creating value through identifying, acquiring, developing and
operating assets in select upstream oil & gas basins in the Asia-Pacific region.
Jadestone Energy is headquartered in Singapore, has its principal technical team in Kuala Lumpur and country
operational offices in Perth, Jakarta, and Ho Chi Minh City.
Jadestone Energy is listed on the TSX Venture Exchange (TSXV: “JSE”) and on AIM (AIM: “JSE”).
Operations


Jadestone is the 100% owner of the producing Montara oil project, offshore Australia, and is
expecting to be formally granted operatorship of the asset upon approval from NOPSEMA.
Jadestone has a 100% operated working interest in Stag, offshore Australia, an oil producing
field with development and exploration potential.



The Company has a 100% operated working interest (subject to registration of PVEP’s
withdrawal) in two gas development blocks in Southwest Vietnam containing three discovered
gas fields, and is partnered with Total in the Philippines where it holds a 25% working interest in
the SC56 exploration block.



Jadestone plans to build its asset portfolio through the acquisition of producing assets and/or
discovered resources, where there are significant opportunities for operating efficiencies, costs
reduction and increased production through further investment.

Who are we looking for?


Individuals who are passionate, enthusiastic and provide critical expertise to drive Jadestone Energy’s
growth, strategy and value generation. As a company with three core operating areas in the Asia
Pacific region, it is important that all our employees are culturally sensitive and respectful of others.



Jadestone Energy is also committed to reducing our environmental footprint whilst bringing the social
and economic benefits of our industry to the countries in which we operate. Employees are expected
to value this commitment whilst always delivering safe and efficient operations across assets, cultures
and geographies.

What we offer:


An exciting and highly nimble work environment where employees will collaborate with a diverse
international team who will encourage them to learn, grow, challenge themselves and show their
entrepreneurial spirit.



At Jadestone Energy, you will join a company with a leadership team that has a proven industry track
record of success. Jadestone Energy is a new and exciting company, with a pioneering spirit where
individuals can truly make a difference and flourish.
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JOB DESCRIPTION

Job Title:

Group Reporting Accountant

Reports to (title):

Group Finance Manager (KL)

Department:

Finance

Location:

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

1. POSITION PURPOSE
Take primary responsibility for the preparation of the Group’s statutory financial reports, including preparation of quarterly
financial statements in compliance with Canadian reporting requirements and full year audited financial statements. Work
collaboratively with other members of the finance function and the broader business to prepare accurate, compliant, timely,
succinct and informative Group statutory financial information.
2. WORKING RELATIONSHIPS
Positions supervised

Working relationships

Direct:

None

Indirect:

None

Internal:

Regional finance teams, CFO, Country Managers, investor relations

External:

Auditors, Accounting Firms, Audit Committee

3. BASIC FUNCTION
The Group Reporting Accountant is responsible for the preparation of the Jadestone Group financial reporting requirements
on the Canadian TSX-V and the London AIM. This includes the quarterly unaudited financial statements, accompanying
management discussion and analysis (“MD&A”), and the annual audited financial statements and MD&A. Plus, supporting the
business with technical accounting matters and advising the business units of changes in accounting standards and their
implications.
In addition, the position will be involved in the preparation of accounting memorandum for the audit committee and related
supporting documentation, and be a key focal point for the external auditors.
The role requires, extensive experience in the review and preparation of public company Group statutory financial
statements, a detailed working knowledge of international financial reporting standards (IFRS) and a desire to proactively
expand and deepen that awareness to enhance the individual’s practical understanding and application of IFRS in the oil and
gas sector.
As part of a global organisation, supporting a business with operating assets across Southeast Asia and Australia, working
hours requires a degree of flexibility, as the position has strict reporting deadlines. Additionally, as the role will include access
to share price sensitive non-public financial information, it also requires strict confidentiality.

4. PRINCIPAL ACCOUNTABILITIES




Lead the statutory reporting processes, for the preparation of the quarterly and annual financial statements, in
accordance with IFRS, and in each case the accompanying MD&A submissions
Coordinate, and be a key focal point with the external auditors, for quarterly reviews, interim and year-end audits for
the Group and its subsidiaries
Prepare group schedules to support the consolidated financial results and analysis provided to senior management,
board and external audit.
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Support finance team on month-end closing processes and reporting activities
Analysis and report the financial results and performance to senior management
Prepare accounting memorandums on technical accounting issues impacting the Group and statutory financial
reporting/disclosure
Provide technical accounting advice on key reporting issues
Involvement in both technical and operational finance projects including review, design and process improvements
for the Group consolidation and reporting systems and processes
Provide support to the finance group on the month, quarterly and annual consolidation processes
Review transactions and business structures to determine the correct accounting treatment under IFRS
Assist the finance function with the development and evolution of group wide controls, systems and processes,
including Group consolidation processes and the further adoption of SUN Group-wide
Proactively and continuously find opportunities to make the finance functions and processes more efficient and
effective.
Support finance and non-finance functions with additional ad-hoc requests

5. POSITION HOLDER REQUIREMENTS
Formal Qualifications




University degree
Professional accounting qualification sought, but not absolutely essential




Minimum 6 years accounting experience
Prior experience in the preparation and review of Group statutory financial
statements
Prior financial accounting experience in the upstream oil and gas industry
preferred, but not essential
Big 4 statutory accounting and audit experience
Detailed knowledge of IFRS
Experience of ERP systems (Eg SUN, SAP, Bassnet etc)


Experience, Skills and Knowledge





Candidate Profile

 Strong analytical, planning and problem solving skills
 Flexible and able to adapt to changing work priorities and deliver high quality,
accurate work
 Very strong attention to detail
 Ability to analyse complex financial data and present clear and accurate reports
 Results driven with the ability to meet strict deadlines
 Excellent communication and interpersonal skills
 Self-motivated, ability to work on own initiative
 Strategic thinker
 Team Player
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